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Abstract Reliable methods are necessary to assess

the corrosion level to establish links between struc-

tural performance and reinforcement corrosion in

concrete structures. Hence, in this study, a set of

naturally corroded bars were subjected to metallic

brushing, acid immersion, and sandblasting for rust

removal. Additionally, 3D optical, CT scanning, and

weight loss measurements were used to evaluate the

levels of corrosion. The results indicate that sand-

blasting is an optimal cleaning method. Weight loss

measurements are sufficient when detailed informa-

tion about corrosion is not required, and 3D scanning

is preferred if information on corrosion variation along

the bar is needed.

Keywords Corrosion level measurement � Cleaning
methods � 3D optical scanning � Computed

tomography scanning � Sandblasting � Acid cleaning

1 Introduction

Corrosion of reinforced steel bars continues to be one

of the most frequent and significant type of damage

that occurs in existing impaired reinforced concrete

structures. Chloride ion (Cl-) and carbon dioxide

(CO2) penetration from the structure’s surrounding

environment leads to the destabilization of passivity

conditions provided by the surrounding concrete to the

steel bar. This destroys the steel protective layer,

termed as the passive layer, and subsequently initiates

corrosion of the steel. Hence, volumetric expansion of

corrosion products and cross-section reduction of the

steel bar leads to damages in the structure. Rust

expansion inside concrete generates significant inter-

nal pressure that induce splitting stresses in the

concrete along the corroded reinforcement and harm

the surrounding concrete. Splitting stresses are not

well tolerated by concrete and result in cracking and

eventually spalling of the concrete cover. The corro-

sion rate may increase when the reinforcement

becomes more exposed, thus facilitating the deterio-

ration processes.

Corrosion of reinforcement in concrete is examined

widely by several previous studies. For example,

several previous studies [1–4] addressed the structural

effects of corrosion. Various studies investigated local

aspects that addressed the effects of corrosion on bond

behaviour [5–7], change in mechanical properties

[8–11], and other corrosion related phenomena

[12–15]. However, most existing studies were con-

ducted under accelerated corrosion conditions. There

is a paucity of research examining natural corrosion

circumstances due to various difficulties [16–19].
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Therefore, there is a growing demand to continue

experimenting with naturally corroded specimens to

further validate, and even extend existing knowledge.

However, irrespective of the origin of corrosion, all

the fore-mentioned studies are based on the measure-

ment of the actual corrosion level with respect to the

affected steel reinforcement. Thus, it is extremely

important to obtain consistent methods to assess the

corrosion of the steel bar and to examine its detailed

impact on the steel surface. The methods should allow

acquisition of precise information detailing pit char-

acteristics and a faster and detailed measurement of

the level of corrosion for a specific bar length.

Simultaneously, the availability of reliable and more

detailed information about the corrosion distribution

will allow the establishment of increasingly trustwor-

thy links between these measurements with respect to

the structural response. Typically, existing studies

have based the assessment of the corrosion level on the

ASTM G1—Standard Practice for Preparing, Clean-

ing, and Evaluating Corrosion Test Specimens [20]. A

few studies attempted to incorporate new techniques

and technologies from other fields that theoretically

provided a better description of the corrosion level

along a steel bar [9, 21–26]. Nevertheless, all the

aforementioned techniques are yet strongly dependent

on the cleaning methods performed on the steel bars. A

recent study by Tahershamsi et al. [27] pointed out

significant discrepancies between obtained results

using three-dimensional optical measurement (3D

scanning) and weight loss measurement following

metallic brush cleaning of naturally corroded steel

bars. There is a paucity of similar studies that relate

and compare different cleaning methods and corrosion

level measurement techniques. An exception is the

study conducted by Tang et al. [24] that presented a

direct comparison between gravimetric and 3D scan-

ning to assess the level of corrosion; the results

indicated a very reasonable agreement; artificially

corroded bars and sandblasting were used as cleaning

methods.

Hence, the aim of the present study includes

evaluating the scope and applicability of common

cleaning methods used in existing studies as well as

different measurement techniques to evaluate the

corrosion level of naturally corroded bars. Conse-

quently, a set of corroded steel bars extracted from a

real bridge that is more than 30 years old was cleaned,

and their levels of corrosion were assessed utilising

different techniques. The study involved examining

and comparing the following three different cleaning

methods to remove attached mortar and rust from the

aforementioned specimens: (1) mechanical wire

bristle brushing, (2) sandblasting, and (3) chemical

cleaning. This was followed by applying and compar-

ing the following three measurement techniques to

evaluate the corrosion level: (1) weight loss, (2) 3D

scanning, and (3) three-dimensional micro-computed

tomography (CT scanning). The study presents the

scope, applicability, and accuracy of each cleaning

method along with its combination with the different

measurement techniques. Furthermore, it details rec-

ommendations to obtain reliable levels of corrosion

for the corroded steel bars.

2 Experimental programme

The specimens presented in the study are part of a

larger experimental campaign conducted at Chalmers

University of Technology in which specimens from

edge beams of the Stallbacka Bridge in Sweden were

used. The specimens were taken from the bridge when

it was under repair following approximately 30 years

of exposure to different natural deterioration phenom-

ena such as corrosion induced by chlorides from de-

icing salts. In an earlier study, beams were tested in

four-point suspended bending tests to obtain anchor-

age failure [16, 17].

Table 1 presents an overview of all specimens

included in this study on which different techniques

were applied to measure the corrosion level. Each row

indicates a specific enforced cleaning method includ-

ing acid immersion, sandblasting, metallic brush, and

no-cleaned before scanning and later cleaned using

sandblasting. The various columns describe the num-

ber of specimens and the method used for the

corrosion level evaluation for each group, specifically,

weight loss, 3D scanning, and CT scanning.

2.1 Reinforcement steel bars

Tensile reinforcement steel bars were carefully

extracted from a non-critical section of the beams.

The beams contained to two different 16-mm diameter

bar types; both types of steel class Ks60 [28]. Each

type involved different rib patterns, namely skewed
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and straight ribs. Only straight rib pattern bars were

considered in this study.

2.1.1 Geometrical description of the bars

The steel bars were cut in lengths of 300 mm. This

length was selected as a compromise between differ-

ent requirements with respect to performed tasks. This

included the maximum length that is allowed for

subsequent CT scanning by using reasonable resolu-

tions, the minimum length necessary for mechanical

properties characterization by means of tensile tests,

and a reasonable length for representativeness. Some

studies have shown that pits are distributed stochas-

tically along the bar length in [29]. Hence the choice of

the specimen length should not have a relevant impact

in the presented results; moreover, considering that the

bars where extracted from the same structure, from

zones that presented clear signs of deterioration,

similar damage levels, and which had been exposed

to similar aggressive environment, they are considered

to be comparable.

The following bar specifications were measured

from the uncorroded samples by using a Vernier

Calliper with a resolution of 10 lm, as shown in Fig. 1

and Table 2. The values given correspond to the

measurement averages.

2.1.2 Chemical composition

The chemical composition of the extracted steel was

investigated by using scanning electron microscopy

(SEM). The values presented in Table 3 correspond to

the average values obtained for each component in

different scanning points throughout the bar cross-

section. Iron makes up to 100% of the steel

composition.

2.2 Removal of corrosion products

and assessment of the corrosion level

The extracted steel was cut into suitable parts with a

length of 300 mm, and the bars were cleaned by using

the following three most common methods found in

literature: metallic bristle brushing, acid immersion,

and sandblasting. Metallic bristle brushing is the most

commonly used cleaning method [27, 30, 31]; this is

mainly because it entails a low number of require-

ments for its use. Conversely, immersion in an acid

solution is less common [7, 15, 32, 33]. As required by

the specified standard [20], the weight loss was

measured after several cleaning cycles. Additionally,

some of the specimens were subject to two different

scanning techniques, namely 3D and CT scanning; this

allowed a description of the outer surface of the

Table 1 Overview of specimens, cleaning methods, and corrosion level evaluation methods

Cleaning method Specimens (bars) Corrosion level method

Weight loss 3D scanning CT scanning

Acid 7 Yes Yes Yes

Sandblasting 7 Yes Yes Yes

No-cleaneda 7 Yes No Yes

Metallic brushb 17 Yes Yes No

aSpecimens were first scanned and later cleaned by using sandblasting
bSpecimens presented in a previous study [27]

Fig. 1 Geometry of ribbed reinforcement bars
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corroded bar and thereby permitted an evaluation of

the corrosion level. Specifically, 3D and CT scanning

techniques that are used widely in fields, such as

industrial engineering or medicine, are not commonly

used in civil engineering. Both techniques are rela-

tively new, especially with respect to their application

to deteriorated structures and their different structural

elements. Thus, only a limited number of studies

explored these methods and their applications

[9, 22, 24, 30, 34, 35]. Furthermore, a group of

specimens were scanned with the CT scanning tech-

nique prior to cleaning to assess whether the CT

scanning technique was sufficiently effective to obtain

a corrosion level without cleaning. This would involve

time efficiency as well as a method to avoid possible

induced inaccuracies of the cleaning methods.

2.2.1 Cleaning methods and weight loss measurement

The same procedure was followed for each of the

cleaning methods used in this study. Reiterated

cleaning cycles were applied to each specimen until

the mass loss was lower than 0.2% of the previous

measurement. Consequently, it was possible to clearly

distinguish two different slopes as shown in Fig. 2.

This necking point was not quantified in the ASTM

recommendations [20] although this is used in the

present study based on the harshness of the cleaning

methods as detailed in subsequent sections.

A short description of each cleaning method

performed on the steel bars is as follows:

• Mechanical brush was performed by utilising a

rotational metallic wire bristle brush. It was

attached to an engine plugged to an electricity

supply, and the engine was in charge of continu-

ously rotating the brush at the same speed. The

recommendation [20] did not specify any cycle or

exposition time, and thus each cycle was not

systematically measured. Instead, each cycle was

distinguished when perceptible changes on the

surface due to the rust removing were observed

after the bar was swept from end to end. According

to this criterion, the necessary time for each cycle

was approximately in the range of 10 min to

15 min based on the actual level of corrosion.

• Sandblasting was performed in an individual

cabinet designed for the purpose. The sand was

blasted at 5–7 bars of pressure. The sand employed

for the rust removal corresponded to silica sand.

Similarly, the recommendation followed for

metallic brush [20] did not specify any cycle or

exposition time. Hence, the same described crite-

rion was used, and the bar was sandblasted from

end to end until perceptible changes on the surface

were observed. Accordingly, the necessary appli-

cation time for each cycle was approximately less

than 5 min.

• A wide range of chemical cleaning based methods

are found in the ASTM recommendation [20]. The

present study involved using the chemical cleaning

method by repeated immersion of the bars in a

Table 2 Measured parameters and standard deviation to describe the geometry of the ribbed reinforcement bar (in mm)

Steel class Nominal diameter D r a r h1 r h2 r l1 r l2 r h (�)

Ks60 Ø16 15.72 0.03 1.91 0.02 1.23 0.10 1.23 0.10 9.00 0.36 2.27 0.10 90

Table 3 Chemical composition of the steel bars

C O Si Mn Cr Ni Cu

Ks60 2.84 4.63 0.22 1.08 0.19 0.17 0.51

Each parameter is given in %

M
as

s L
os

s
Number of Cleaning Cycles

Fig. 2 Standard recommendations for cleaning corroded steel

bars [20]
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solution of hydrochloric acid and utropine

(500 ml/l of solution hydrochloric acid, sp gr

1.19, 3.5 gr/l of solution hexamethytene tetramine

and regent water) in cycles that approximately

lasted for 10 min. The selection choice was

motivated by both safety rules and practical

reasons since the other methods used carcinogenic

products, high temperature environment, or very

long exposition times.

The mass loss was measured after every cycle and

the cycles were repeated until the aforementioned

threshold was reached for each method.

Additionally, in order to obtain the scope of

harshness of each cleaning method, uncorroded steel

bars were cleaned, and the loss of sound steel was

assessed with respect to each cleaning method. Acid

and sandblasting cleaning yielded similar levels of

sound steel removal that corresponded to approxi-

mately 0.2% of the initial weight. In contrast, metallic

bristle brush had no significant impact in the non-

corroded steel removing. Subsequently, the value of

0.2% weight loss between cycles was used in the

present study as the threshold beyond which the bar

was considered as fully cleaned. In addition to this

threshold, it was also visually confirmed that the bars

looked clean.

2.2.2 3D optical measurement technique

The 3D scanning of the corroded bars was performed

by means of optical measurement. An industrial stereo

device with two cameras of 5 Megapixels was used.

The maximum accuracy provided by the cameras

corresponded to 2 lm, which allows the description of

imperfections over the steel bar surface due to

corrosion. A correction of the measurement inaccura-

cies, such as polygon spikes removing and mesh holes

closing, and data treatment was performed using the

post processing software GeomagicTM Wrap 2014

[36].

The outcome of the optical measurement corre-

sponded to a very fine mesh of triangular surface

polygons connected by nodes, see Fig. 3. The average

size of the element corresponded to 0.014 mm2 with a

side length of approximately 0.15 mm. The number of

triangular elements in each scanning was between

2,000,000 elements and 3,000,000 elements depend-

ing on the corrosion level. A global coordinate system,

(X, Y, Z), was established and referenced to the end of

the bar. The high resolution of the surface mesh

allowed for a sufficiently detailed description of the

geometry of the bar to obtain information on features

including pit depth and length, pit distribution, and

loss of cross-sectional area along the bar length.

2.2.3 Micro-computed tomography technique

Sound steel was determined using three-dimensional

micro-computed tomography (CT scanning), which is

used widely in image diagnostic medicine and is a

promising technology that is also applicable to other

fields such as civil engineering. Previous studies

[22, 37, 38] used this technology to assess the effect

of corrosion in concrete and mortar phases although

very few studies focused on obtaining a comprehen-

sive surface of corroded reinforcing bars [39].

Corroded steel bars were placed in a Metrotom�

machine that projected X-Ray beams. As the steel bars

were constituted by two clearly different materials, i.e.

sound steel and corrosion products, different specific

amounts of the X-Ray beam were absorbed by each

one. It is possible to obtain a 2D image of the object by

collecting the remaining transmitted intensity through

the machine detector. The required intensity of the

X-Ray beam was adjusted based on the material

density, i.e., it must be sufficiently strong to penetrate

the full thicknesses of the different components. The

process is repeated several times conveyed to the

rotation of the object within specific angles, and

subsequently post-processing of the obtained images

is performed to build a full 3D interpretation of the

body. A larger difference between the densities of the

materials that conform the object increases the degree

Fig. 3 3D surface generated from the 3D scanning
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of ease and clarity of the result. The actual resolution

of the flatbed-detector corresponded to a frame of

1024 9 1024 pixels or a voxel of 174 lm for 3D-CT

scanning. Accordingly, in order to increase the final

resolution of the final surface mesh of the steel, two

scans together covering the total volume were per-

formed which allowed the maximum accuracy by the

equipment used. Subsequently, the two steel outcome

surfaces were digitally stitched to form a unique full

volume that contained all the defining points. The

technology possesses the potential to describe the

outer surface of the corroded steel bar in detail without

cleaning the corrosion products in advance as they

present very dissimilar densities.

The same type of surface mesh as that described for

the 3D scanning technique that was previously

presented was obtained by means of the CT scanning.

2.2.4 Evaluation of the level of corrosion using

scanning techniques

A method that was developed in a previous study [27]

was used to determine the corrosion level variation

along a bar based on the scanning measurements:

• The resulting outer geometry based on the scan-

ning output is postprocessed, cleaned and repaired.

• The coordinates of the nodes are transformed into a

polar coordinate system, and a contour plot of the

corrosion penetration along the bar surface is

created from the new points, which allows to

visually observe the corrosion pits along the bar

surface

• The cross-sectional area at specific sections uni-

formly separated is obtained by integration of the

coordinates.

• The cross-sectional area along the bar is calculated

and plotted. The bar corresponded to a ribbed bar,

and thus the cross-sectional area varies along the

bar. The effect of the ribs is eliminated by a

smoothing fit that used cubic splines; this results in

another curve. The uncorroded zone/s of the bar is/

are identified, and the average cross-sectional area

is used as a reference.

• The normalized cross-sectional reduction is plot-

ted by dividing the measured cross-sectional area

with respect to the uncorroded area.

• Finally, the corrosion level variation in percentage

is plotted along the bar.

A complete description of the detailed steps from

the initial 3D polygonal mesh to the graph that shows

the cross-section variation is provided in a previous

study [27].

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Cleaning methods

Figure 4a shows the average mass loss of all bars

cleaned with each cleaning method. The same pro-

posed methodology [20] was followed for each

cleaning method with reiterated cleaning cycles until

the mass loss was lower than 0.2% of the last measured

weight. However, large differences were observed in

the final measurements between the three selected

options as shown in Fig. 4a. The sandblasted speci-

mens exhibited the largest measured corrosion level,

systematically both for all the specimens, and for the

average level of corrosion in each group. This was

followed by the acid cleaned specimens. Finally, the

mechanically brushed specimens exhibited the small-

est measured corrosion level. The methods were

expected to result in similar levels of the average

mass loss, since the bars were randomly obtained from

the tested beams, from areas which had been exposed

to similar aggressive environment and subjected to

similar damage (all the specimens presented clear

signs of deterioration). Thus, the fore-mentioned

discrepancies indicate that the proposed recommen-

dations did not provide information to a user with

respect to the degree of cleanness of the bar at the end

of the process, as opposed to whether the performed

cleaning method reached its maximum cleaning

capacity for a set of specific conditions including steel

type, initial amount of mortar, and corrosion products

attached or cleaning agent (such as chemical, or

brush). This assertion is backed by Fig. 4b, in which

the average number of cycles applied to each specimen

to reach the necking point together with its standard

deviation is shown. It was observed that the number of

cycles remained constant regardless the final level of

corrosion.

As shown in Fig. 4b, the number of cycles neces-

sary to obtain a weight loss difference lower than 0.2%

within cycles (which was defined by the authors as a

reference value based on the degree of harshness of the

cleaning methods) ranged between 4 cycles and 7
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cycles according to the method for representative

specimens. Sandblasting reached its highest cleaning

capacity in fewest number of cycles whereas acid

immersion needed the highest number of cycles to

reach the defined threshold. The cleaning speed of the

metallic brush method ranged in between that of

sandblasting and acid immersion on an average,

although the scatter observed among the different

bars increased in contrast to those observed in the

other methods. This scatter could indicate higher

dependence of the brush cleaning method on the actual

corrosion level than the others.

With respect to the cleaning time necessary to reach

the proposed necking point, the results indicated that

the maximum time to reach the proposed necking

point corresponded to that of acid solution that

required more than 70 min of immersion in addition

to the drying and weighting time of the bars within

cycles. However, acid cleaning allowed multiple bars

to be simultaneously cleaned, i.e., several bars could

be placed in the same recipient containing the acid

solution. Thus, the individual effective time with

respect to the bar was considered lower and approx-

imately corresponded to 15–20 min. The results

revealed that sandblasting exhibited a very high speed

and only required less than 20 min of application per

single bar to reach the same cleaning capacity. Finally,

metallic brush required the longest cleaning time per

bar and the average corresponded to approximately

40 min based on the actual corrosion level.

However, direct conclusions to assess the actual

accuracy of the method could not be extracted from

the results after cleaning since the results only

expressed a relative comparison with respect to the

initial weight and did not provide any indication as to

whether or not the bar was completely cleaned.

Nevertheless, the maximum cleaning capacity was

definitely reached for each method. Figure 5 shows a

few bars after rust removal.

Important differences were observed in the final

shape of the surface after cleaning. The finishes for the

different methods corresponded to shiny and smooth
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for metallic brush, matt and granulated for sandblast-

ing, and dark brown for acid cleaning. All the methods

showed corrosion pits along the bar irrespective of the

finish for each method. However, the depiction of pits

was significantly more clear after sandblasting when

compared to the other methods, as shown in Figs. 5

and 6. Subsequently, a more comprehensive impact of

the corrosion on the bar surface was observed in which

larger and deeper pits were found in the sandblasted

bars as shown in Fig. 6. This was not obtained when

the bars were extracted or when the bars were cleaned

with the two other methods.

It should be noted that neither metallic brush nor

acid immersion specimens portrayed any remaining

corrosion products after the bars were cleaned. The

shiny and smooth surfaces due to the metallic brush

covered the remaining corrosion products attached to

the bar. However, few pieces jumped off and the bars

exhibited the aforementioned products when the bars

were tested under a tensile load [27]. With respect to

acid immersion, the surface after cleaning exhibited a

homogeneous dark brown finish and did not allow the

detection of the presence of remaining corrosion

products. Clusters of corrosion products indicating the

presence of a significant amount of rust attached to the

bar were only unveiled after a significant period of

time elapsed as shown in Fig. 5. This was potentially

due to the drying out of the acid solution and the

occurrence of slight corrosion in the sound steel that

changed the surface shade.

Conversely, sandblasted specimens always exhib-

ited remaining rust clusters that were distributed along

the bar during the cleaning cycles. Specifically, the

mentioned clusters were also used as additional visual

criteria to define the exposition time in each cycle.

Nevertheless, there was a significantly lower presence

of rust clusters at the necking point in the case for

sandblasting when compared with acid cleaning as

clearly shown in Fig. 5. The remaining corrosion

products on the bar surface were a result of the

compromise between the corrosion products and

sound steel removed in each cycle, which must always

be lower than the method harshness. Corrosion

products, in addition to sound steel must be removed

in the cycle in order to maintain the accuracy of the

measured level of corrosion.

3.2 Assessment of the corrosion level,

and a comparison between weight loss, CT,

and 3D scanning

Table 4 lists the levels of corrosion obtained with the

different techniques that are applied on each bar. Each

value represents the average corrosion level along the

specimen length, which corresponds to 300 mm.

Hence, it was expected that presented values evaluated

with the different techniques would be in agreement.

However, major differences were observed and are

discussed in the following section.

Figure 7 shows an overall description of the

obtained results by means of depicting the average

measurements. As shown in the figure, 3D scanning

Remaining corrosion products

Fig. 5 Cleaned bars. From

top to bottom, the

figure shows metallic brush,

sandblasting, and acid

immersion

Fig. 6 Pits unveiled after sandblasting
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resulted in higher values in all cases when compared to

those obtained in CT scanning. However, the obtained

values were consistently below the weight loss

measurement. Average 3D scanning and weight loss

values described very good agreement with respect to

sandblasting cleaning method, and the difference

Table 4 Corrosion level results

Cleaning method Specimen Corrosion level (%)

Weight loss Average 3D scanning Average CT scanning Average

Acid CA-1 12.1 8.78 10.3 6.96 9.9 6.66

CA-2 13.3 10.8 10.7

CA-3 2.0 1.5 0.8

CA-4 4.5 2.8 2.6

CA-5 16.2 13.6 13.5

CA-6 4.4 3.2 2.8

CA-7 9.0 6.5 6.3

Sandblasting CA-8 17.1 11.05 16.5 10.64 15.0 9.29

CA-9 11.1 10.6 9.3

CA-10 1.7 1.8 0.6

CA-11 13.9 13.4 12.1

CA-12 14.2 13.9 12.7

CA-13 11.9 11.3 9.5

CA-14 7.4 7.0 5.8

Not-cleaneda CA-15 12.2 8.7 – – 3.9 2.085

CA-16 8.4 – 0.8

CA-17 3.3 – 0.1

CA-18 7.4 – 2.1

CA-19 14.3 – 4.3

CA-20 9.5 – 2.2

CA-21 5.8 – 1.2

Metallic brushb CA-22 7.0 4.32 4.6 2.74 – –

CA-23 2.9 2.5 –

CA-24 1.6 0.8 –

CA-25 0.0 0.1 –

CA-26 6.7 3.7 –

CA-27 2.3 2.0 –

CA-28 9.0 4.3 –

CA-29 6.3 3.5 –

CA-30 2.3 1.9 –

CA-31 5.7 3.6 –

CA-32 7.8 6.2 –

CA-33 4.0 2.5 –

CA-34 2.6 1.4 –

CA-35 1.5 0.9 –

CA-36 1.4 0.7 –

CA-37 8.6 5.0 –

CA-38 3.7 2.8 –

aSpecimens that were scanned prior to cleaning and subsequently cleaned using sandblasting
bSpecimens presented in a previous study [27]
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between the average weight loss and that in CT

scanning was higher for all the cleaning methods.

A direct comparison between single weight loss and

3D scanning corrosion levels for the three proposed

cleaning methods is shown in Fig. 8a. As shown,

gravimetric weight loss typically resulted in higher

corrosion levels when compared with those from 3D

scanning measurements irrespective of the utilised

cleaning method. However, the results indicated better

agreement between the weight loss and those of 3D

scanning for the sandblasted bars wherein there was a

minor difference between both methods. In contrast,

both acid and metallic bristle brush exhibited higher

deviations when compared to sandblasting. Metallic

brush cleaning exhibited the maximum difference, and

the obtained values followed a trend in which a higher

corrosion level led to a higher discrepancy between

both measurements. Additionally, the highest corro-

sion level measured using both weight loss and 3D

scanning was observed for the sandblasted specimens,

and this was followed by the acid and the metallic

brush. This is potentially related to the efficiency of

the cleaning method.

Generally, sandblasting cleaning yielded the best

agreement irrespective of the actual corrosion level as

shown in Fig. 8b by the ratio of 3D scanning to weight

loss measurement. Acid cleaning exhibited a slightly

better agreement when the corrosion level increased,

and this indicated that the accuracy of the cleaning

method was less relevant for increases in the corrosion

level. Conversely, metallic brush cleaning displayed

large scatter and a clear trend was not observed.

The same comparison for the CT scanning tech-

nique is presented in Fig. 9. The CT scanning

measurements resulted in smaller corrosion levels

when compared with the weight loss measurements.

The same behaviour was observed for all the cleaning

methods as well as for the bars scanned prior to

cleaning. In a manner, similar to the 3D scanning

results, the best agreement between CT scanning and

weight measurements was exhibited by the sand-

blasted specimens while the bars scanned prior to

cleaning showed the maximum disagreement.

On average, corrosion levels measured for the bars

that were cleaned using sandblasting as preferred

cleaning method were higher, followed by the bars

cleaned by acid immersion and the uncleaned bars in

terms of both weight loss and CT scanning measure-

ments as shown in Fig. 8. This result along with the

fact that the different bars were considered arbitrarily

within the tested beams indicates that the accuracy of

the rust removal was strongly dependent on the

employed cleaning method.

The accuracy of both cleaning methods (acid and

sandblasting) seemed to follow a trend that indicated

that the accuracy of the cleaning method became less
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relevant when higher corrosion levels were observed

as shown in Fig. 9b, i.e. the more corroded the bar, the

better the performance of the cleaning method.

Nevertheless, the ratio of CT scanning to weight loss

measurement did not correspond to values exceeding

0.9, which clearly showed a limitation of the accuracy

of CT scanning. Furthermore, the corrosion level

evaluation results of the uncleaned bars by using CT

scanning technique revealed that the selected accuracy

value was not sufficient to distinguish between the rust

and steel, and consequently, it is necessary to carefully

clean the bars prior to scanning.

4 Conclusions

The following conclusions were obtained from the

study:

• Major differences were observed in the results of

the different cleaning methods:

1. The results indicated that metallic brush was not

sufficiently strong to remove all the corrosion

products for naturally corroded bars. The fact that

it was impossible to visually observe remaining

corrosion products after cleaning, and the cleaned

surface was shiny and smooth led to misleading

interpretations. A comparison of the results with

those obtained for the other methods, in conjunc-

tion with the observation that the pieces jumped

off during tensile tests, strongly suggests that

there were remaining corrosion products.

2. Acid cleaning described reasonably good results.

However, the method exhibited clear disadvan-

tages such as requiring more cycles, being time

consuming, and possessing a lower removal

capacity when compared to sandblasting. The

surface finish also hid the remaining rust clusters,

and this led to wrong conclusions with respect to

the cleaning capacity since rust clusters were

unveiled as time elapsed.

3. Sandblasting corresponded to the most efficient

and reliable corrosion removal method. Larger

and deeper pits were detected as in addition to a

better definition of the corrosion impression on the

bar surface. The obtained weight loss results

agreed well with the different corrosion level

attainment techniques.

4. The harshness (i.e. unintended removal of sound

steel) observed in acid immersion and sandblast-

ing was similar and not significant. Brush cleaning

presented almost no harshness.

• With respect to the different measurement

methods:

1. The 3D scanning displayed high reliability in the

assessment of the corrosion level when the

corroded bar was cleaned well although the 3D

scanning results were very sensitive to the clean-

ing method used. The main advantage of this

method is that it enables a detailed description of

the pit geometry and the corrosion level variation

relative to the studied length.

2. The results revealed that CT scanning was not

sufficiently accurate when applied to these types

of large specimens. It is possible to use CT

scanning with a higher accuracy if smaller spec-

imens are used. However, the specimens are then

considered as too small to be used for tensile tests,

and a larger number of scans per bar are required.
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The CT scanning technique appeared to be less

sensitive to the cleaning method. Unfortunately,

the technology used in this work did not possess

the capacity to obtain reliable corrosion levels

when the specimen was completely uncleaned.

3. The corrosion level attained by weight loss

measurement corresponded to the most efficient

and trustworthy measurement. The density of rust

products is lower than that of the sound steel, and

this strongly reduces the associated error of the

cleaning methods. However, it was necessary to

employ high efficiency cleaning methods, such as

sandblasting and acid cleaning, to obtain reliable

corrosion levels.

As a general conclusion, commonly used recommen-

dations in previous studies [20] only warrant that the

selected cleaning method has reached its maximum

cleaning capacity, which does not unequivocally

correspond to the actual corrosion level. Hence, the

recommendations of the present study indicate that

sandblasting should be used as a cleaning method for

naturally corroded bars. Weight loss measurements

are sufficient when detailed information on corrosion

is not required while 3D scanning is recommended if

information about the corrosion variation along the bar

is needed.
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